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Abstra t DiÆe-Hellman key agreement proto ol [25℄ implementations
have been plagued by serious se urity aws. The atta ks an be very subtle and, more often than not, haven't been taken into a ount by proto ol
designers. In this paper we attempt to provide a link between theoretial resear h and real-world implementations. In addition to exposing the
most important atta ks and issues we present fairly detailed pseudo- ode
for the authenti ated DiÆe-Hellman proto ol. It is hoped that omputer
se urity pra titioners will obtain enough information to build and design
se ure and eÆ ient versions of this lassi key agreement proto ol.

1 Introdu tion
In their landmark 1976 paper \New Dire tions in Cryptography"[25℄, DiÆe and
Hellman present a se ure key agreement proto ol that an be arried out over
publi ommuni ation hannels. Their proto ol is still widely used to this day.
Even though the proto ol seems quite simple, it an be vulnerable to ertain
atta ks. As with many ryptographi proto ols, the DiÆe-Hellman key agreement proto ol (DH proto ol) has subtle problems that ryptographers have taken
many years to dis over. This vulnerability is ompounded by the fa t that programmers often don't have a proper understanding of the se urity issues. In fa t,
bad implementations of ryptographi proto ols are, unfortunately, ommon [4℄.
In this work, we attempt to give a omprehensive listing of atta ks on the DH
proto ol. This listing will in turn allow us to motivate proto ol design de isions.
Note that throughout this presentation emphasis is pla ed on pra ti e. After
reading this paper, one might not have an extremely detailed understanding of
previous work and theoreti al problems, but should have a very good idea about
how to se urely implement the DH proto ol in di erent settings.

1.1 Related Work
As mentioned previously, aws in ryptographi proto ols are not un ommon.
As this is a very important problem, it has re eived some attention; here are the
most important approa hes that have been proposed:
1. The use of veri ation logi s su h as BAN [18℄ to prove proto ol properties.

2. Very high level programming languages in whi h se urity properties an be
proved me hani ally (i.e. by omputers) [1℄.
3. Complete proofs of se urity [10, 9℄.
4. The use of robustness prin iples, i.e. rules of thumb, proto ol design prin iples [5℄.
The biggest problem with the rst approa h is that en ryption primitives are
disso iated from the veri ation logi s, whi h implies that they don't provide
omplete proofs of se urity [9℄. As an example of this problem one just needs
to look at the problem of en ryption and signature ordering: most veri ation
logi s don't omplain when messages are en rypted before being signed whi h
possibly results in a se urity vulnerability [5℄.
The se ond approa h seems very promising however the best known proof
me hanization te hniques aren't eÆ ient enough and only a few ryptographi
primitives have been in luded in the model.
The third suggestion is the most powerful. The main problem is that the
proofs are somewhat involved and proving the orre tness of omplex proto ols
seems quite diÆ ult. Note also that it's not entirely obvious that the laims that
are proved are adequate.
The robustness prin iples are useful in that they an help in preventing ommon errors. However, it is impossible to exhaustively list all important robustness
prin iples, and so using these prin iples doesn't give us pea e of mind as there
are no se urity guarantees. Furthermore, the proto ol designer must be omfortable and ompetent in verifying se urity properties. For example Prin iple 3 of
[5℄, whi h states
Be areful when signing or de rypting data that you never let yourself be
used as an ora le

might not be understood by individuals that don't have a ba kground in ryptography.
The most important problem with all of the above approa hes is that low
level implementation issues aren't spelled out. Hen e, unless one has a solid grasp
of all of the details, it's easy to make low-level implementation errors. Also noti e
that none of these approa hes deal with problems spe i to the ryptographi
primitives used.
Many standards have been developed for the DH proto ol (see Appendix A),
unfortunately none des ribe the issues and atta ks in detail. More importantly,
none motivate the design de isions. In [12℄, work has been done to hara terize
the se urity of the DH proto ols introdu ed in various standards. We take a
di erent, more general and perhaps more thorough approa h by :
1. Des ribing and studying the most important theoreti al and pra ti al issues.
2. Presenting pseudo- ode that implements se ure proto ols whose design is
based on the issues we des ribe.

1.2 Overview
Se tion 2 presents a mathemati al ba kground of the basi s needed to understand
the DH proto ol and the types of atta ks it is vulnerable to. In se tion 3 we give
atta ks whi h are based on mathemati al tri ks. Authenti ation is dis ussed in
se tion 4.3. In se tion 5 we dis uss atta ks on DH that exploit implementation
details. In se tion 6, we expose some subtleties that appear when using the
DH shared se ret to obtain a key whi h an be used in other ryptographi
operations. The information a quired in se tions 3, 4.3, 5 and 6 is used to present
implementation guidelines in se tion 7. In se tion 8, we present pseudo- ode for
an ephemeral authenti ated DH proto ol and for a half- erti ed DH proto ol; we
also des ribe all the primitives needed. The on lusion an be found in se tion
9.

2 The DiÆe-Hellman Key Agreement Proto ol
The DH key agreement proto ol allows two users, referred to as Ali e (A) and
Bob (B ), to obtain a shared se ret key over a publi ommuni ation hannel. An
atta ker, eavesdropping at the messages sent by both Ali e and Bob won't be able
to determine what the shared se ret key is. This is an extremely useful primitive
be ause the shared se ret an be used to generate a se ret session key that an
be used with symmetri rypto-systems1 (e.g. DES) or message authenti ation
odes (MAC). We now give some basi notions from mathemati s that are needed
to understand the proto ol.

2.1 Mathemati al Ba kground
The omputations required in the DH proto ol are arried out in a group.

Groups A group (G; ?) onsists of a set G and a binary operation ? that takes
elements of G as inputs. ? has the following properties:
1. (asso iativity) a ? (b ? ) = (a ? b) ? , for all a; b; 2 G.
2. (identity element) There is an element 1 2 G, alled the identity, that has
the property that 1 ? a = a ? 1 = a, for all a 2 G.
3. (inverse element) For ea h a 2 G, there exists a value denoted by a 1 su h
that a ? a 1 = a 1 ? a = 1.
An Abelian group is a group having the following additional property:
4. ( ommutativity) a ? b = b ? a for all a; b 2 G.

For nite groups (G nite), the order of a group is de ned as the ardinality
(size) of G. The order of an element a of a nite group G is de ned to be the
smallest value t su h that at := a ? a ? : : : ? a = 1.
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for an introdu tion to ryptography see [62℄.

Cy li Groups A y li group is a group that has the property that there exists
an element g su h that all elements in G an be expressed as g i (for di erent
is). If g generates all elements of the group (G; ?), g is a generator and we say
it generates (G; ?). Note that the order of a generator g equals the order of the
group it generates.

Subgroups We say that G0 is a subgroup of G if (G0 ; ?) forms a group and
(G0  G). If G is a nite group, then the order of a subgroup G0 will always
divide the order of G (Lagrange's theorem, see for example [35℄).
Examples of Groups Groups typi ally used for DH proto ols are the set Zp
with multipli ation modulo p where p is prime, the multipli ative group of the
eld2 F2m and the additive group formed by a olle tion of points de ned by
an ellipti urve over a nite eld. These groups all have the property that
exponentiating is omputationally inexpensive and that omputing dis rete logs
is/seems hard (i.e. omputationally intra table).
In the remainder of this work, we will take the group to be the set Zp =
f1; 2; : : : ; p 1g with multipli ation modulo p (p prime) and all operations will
be taken over this group (g y will stand for g y mod p, for example). Small variations on many of the atta ks of the following se tions an be easily mounted
on DH implementations using other groups. Note that we will abuse the notation a bit by using Zp when referring to the group omposed of the set Zp with
multipli ation modulo p.
2.2 The Core DH Proto ol

Ali e (A) and Bob (B ) rst agree on a large prime number p and an element g
( 2  g  p 2) that generates a ( y li ) subgroup of large order. These values
are usually determined a-priori, and are used for many proto ol runs (e.g. they
ould be publi parameters that everybody uses). The rest of the proto ol goes
as follows:
hooses a number, x, at random from the set f1; : : : ; p 2g. And B hooses
y randomly from the same set.
2. A sends g x to B and B sends g y to A.
3. The shared se ret key is K = g xy . A, knowing x and g y , an easily al ulate (g y )x = g xy . B an determine the se ret key in a similar manner by
omputing (g x )y .
1.

A

x and y are referred to as the private keys, gx and gy are referred to as the
publi keys and nally, g xy is alled the shared (DH) se ret key. Note that an

eavesdropper having a ess to the publi keys an't al ulate the shared se ret
key. This proto ol is often referred to as ephemeral DH se ret key agreement
be ause the se ret keys are used only on e.
2

see for example [35℄ for a de nition of eld as well as an overall introdu tion to
algebra.

2.3 Half-Certi ed DiÆe-Hellman (or Elgamal Key agreement
proto ol)
This is a very important and useful variant on the DiÆe-Hellman proto ol disussed above. First introdu ed in [28℄, the proto ol is almost exa tly the same
as the basi one ex ept that a user (Bob) publishes his publi key (g y ). The
publi key (g y ) remains onstant for large periods of time and is used by everyone wishing to set up a shared se ret key with Bob. Note that the publi key
should be authenti ated in some way (e.g. by Bob's signature). This me hanism
is espe ially useful for se ure anonymous lient onne tions3 .

2.4 Atta ks
Atta ks against the DH proto ol ome in a few avors:

{ Denial of servi e Atta ks: Here, the atta ker will try to stop Ali e and
Bob from su essfully arrying out the proto ol.

{ Outsider Atta ks: The atta ker tries to disrupt the proto ol (by for exam-

ple adding, removing, replaying messages) so that he gets some interesting
information (i.e. information he ouldn't have gotten by just looking at the
publi keys).
{ Insider Atta ks4 : It is possible that one of the parti ipants in a DH protool reates a breakable proto ol run on purpose (i.e. one in whi h an outside
observer an determine what the shared se ret is). Of ourse, if one of the
proto ol parti ipants de ides to publish the shared se ret, nothing an be
done. Note that mali ious software ould be very su essful in mounting this
atta k.

The plausibility of these atta ks depends on what assumptions we make
about the adversary. For example, if the adversary an remove and repla e any
message from the publi ommuni ation hannel, the denial of servi e atta k
is impossible to prevent. Fortunately, it seems that omplete breaks (outsider
atta ks in whi h the atta ker obtains the shared se ret key) and insider atta ks
an be prevented in many settings5 .

2.5 Man in the Middle Atta ks
An a tive atta ker (Os ar), apable of removing and adding messages, an easily break the 0proto ol0 presented above. By inter epting g x and g y and repla ing
them with g x and g y respe tively, Os ar (O) an fool Ali e and Bob into thinking that they share a se ret key. In fa t, Ali e will think that the se ret key is
3
4
5

this s heme is sometimes alled Half Stati DiÆe-Hellman (be ause one se ret, y , is
stati ).
these are sometimes referred to as Byzantine errors.
in pra ti e it is mu h easier to insert pa kets than it is to delete them. In any ase,
we onsider all atta ks in order to derive a DH proto ol that is se ure in all pra ti al
settings.

0

0

gxy and Bob will believe that it is gx y . This is a spe i

instan e of a man in
the middle atta k [55℄.
As an example of what an be done with su h an atta k, onsider the ase
where Ali e and Bob use the \se ret" \shared" keys obtained in a DH proto ol
for symmetri en ryption. Suppose Ali e sends a message m to Bob and that
ENCK (x) represents the symmetri en ryption (e.g. DES) of x using the se ret
key K .
1.
2.

A sends ENCgxy0 (m).
O inter epts ENCgxy0 (m) and de rypts it (whi h he

3.

O repla es this message with ENCgx0 y (m0 ) whi h he sends to B. Note that

0
gxy ).

an do sin e he knows

m0 an be set to any message.

The en ryption s heme is thus learly ompromised as message priva y is
violated. In the next se tion, we study atta ks that an be mounted by a less
powerful adversary.

3 Atta ks Based on Number Theory
The previous man in the middle atta k, although it ompletely breaks the proto ol, requires Os ar to be very powerful. For example, if the se ret keys are
used in onjun tion with MACs, Os ar needs to inter ept and modify ea h authenti ated message in order to prevent Ali e and Bob from dete ting that their
keys aren't identi al. In some of the following subse tions, Ali e and Bob have
the same se ret key (whi h Os ar knows). Thus, Os ar only needs to be a tive
during the DH proto ol, afterwards he an break the proto ols using the shared
se ret key whenever he wants.

3.1 Degenerate Message Atta ks
There are degenerate ases in whi h the proto ol doesn't work (i.e. it an be
broken). For example when g x or g y equals one, the shared se ret key be omes
1. Sin e the ommuni ation hannel is publi anybody an dete t this anomaly.
Fortunately, this situation is impossible in a properly arried out proto ol run
be ause both x and y are hosen from f1; : : : ; p 2g 6 . However, an insider
atta k is possible and so DH proto ol parti ipants should make sure that their
key agreement peer doesn't send g z = 1.

Simple Exponents If one of x and y an be easily determined, the proto ol an
be broken. For example, if x equals 1 then g x = g whi h any observant atta ker
will be able to dete t. It's very hard to determine where to draw the line here,
that is, determining for whi h values of g i , i is hard to determine. In any ase,
6

if g is a generator of Zp,

g

z

= 1 mod p i

z

= 0 mod p

1.

it seems very reasonable to insist that x and y not equal 1. Another option is
to insist that the se rets x and y have length7 at least l (i.e. x; y  2l 1 ); this
approa h is found in RSA se urity's PKCS#3 standard for example.

Simple Substitution Atta ks The following atta k is very interesting, as it

is extremely easy to mount and normally wouldn't ome up in theoreti al proofs
of se urity. The atta ker an for e the se ret key to be an \impossible" value.
If the DH proto ol would only be exe uted by sentient beings this wouldn't be
interesting as the anomalies would be easily dete ted. However in pra ti e DH
proto ols are arried out by omputers and areless implementations might not
spot the following atta k.
1. O inter epts g x and g y and repla es them with 1.
2. Both A and B ompute the same shared se ret key whi h equals one.
If the omputer program doesn't realize that g x , g y and g xy an't equal 1, the
proto ol is vulnerable. Note that the same argument holds for values of the form
g (p 1)x or g (p 1)y , where  1, be ause a omputer might not realize that
these values have not been omputed modulo p. (They equal 1 modulo p). So it
is safe pra ti e to always verify that in fa t g x ; g y is a positive integer smaller
than p 1.
The following atta ks delve a bit deeper into omputational number theory.

3.2 Generators of Arbitrary Order and the Pohlig-Hellman
Algorithm
The Pohlig-Hellman algorithm [52℄ allows one to eÆ iently ompute the disrete log of g x if the prime fa torization of g 's order onsists of small primes.
Pre isely, given that the order of a group has the following prime fa torization,
pe11 pe22  : : :  perr , thep Pohlig-Hellman algorithm's omputational omplexity is
O( ri=1 ei (lg(n) + pi )). A se ure DH implementation must make this algorithm impra ti al. A simple solution is to hoose a prime p su h that p 1
ontains large fa tors. Safe primes, primes of the form p = Rq + 1 (where R
is some small positive value and q is a large prime8 ), and Lim-Lee primes [44℄
whi h have the form p = 2q1  : : :  qn + 1 (where the qi s are all large primes)
satisfy this property. In these last ases, prime fa torization of the order of ea h
generator will ontain a large prime whi h is exa tly what we need to make this
atta k impra ti al. (Remember that the order of any subgroup will divide p 1,
i.e. the order of Zp.)

P

3.3 Atta ks Based on Composite Order Subgroups
The atta ker an exploit subgroups that do not have large prime order [63℄.
This is best illustrated by an example. Suppose Ali e and Bob hoose a prime
7
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the length of an integer n is de ned as the largest value k satisfying n  2k .
a prime q su h that 2q + 1 is also prime is alled a Sophie Germain prime.

p = 2q + 1, where q is prime, and a generator g of order p 1 = 2q. Os ar an
inter ept the messages g x and g y and exponentiate them by q . (He will repla e
gx by gxq and gy by gyq .) The se ret key will be gxyq whi h allows Os ar to

nd this value by exhaustive sear h. This is done by noting that the order of
p 1
g 2 is9 2 whi h implies that the se ret key an only take two values!
Hen e, Os ar an use a brute for e sear h (only two elements to try) in order to
determine what the shared se ret key is; for example, when Ali e and Bob use
it for symmetri en ryption.
More generally, this atta k an easily be mounted on primes of the form
p = Rq + 1 (R small), the only di eren e being that there are R possible values
to try in the exhaustive sear h.
The lesson to be learned from this atta k is that we should hoose a g that
generates a large prime order subgroup or at the very least make sure that
omposite order subgroups aren't vulnerable (e.g. the order's prime number fa torization ontains only large primes). Note that an atta k of this type is part
of the motivation for using DSA instead of Elgamal signatures. In essen e DSA
is an immunized version of Elgamal [6℄.
Noti e that an insider atta k an be mounted using this tri k. Ali e simply
hooses x to equal q . In this ase, even authenti ation me hanisms an't prote t
Bob.

gq =

3.4 Pollard Lambda Algorithm
The Pollard Lambda method [53℄ enables one to ompute z given g z , when z is
known to be in a ertain interval [b; b + w℄ in time O(w1=2 ). This is an extremely
relevant atta k to onsider when we want to limit the exponent range to improve
eÆ ien y. For example, when
p the atta ker an ompute x and
p Nx; y < 2NN=
x
y
y (given g and g ) in O( 2 ) = O(2 2 ). Hen e, if we want the atta ker to
exe ute at least (2N ) operations10 , x and y need to have a length of at least 2N
bits. We note that this atta k hasn't been improved in a long time and many
ryptographers feel that it's improbable that the state of the art for this kind
of atta k will hange (this is a useful observation when hoosing key sizes). Also
remark that this atta k an be mounted on subgroups of small order.

3.5 The Number Field Sieve Algorithm
It is obviously important to hoose a group (i.e. p) large enough so that the
best known algorithms for omputing dis rete logs are intra table. The state of
the art, index al ulus based, methods for omputing dis rete logs (number eld
sieves) have been steadily improving11 over the years and so it's harder to gauge
how large p should be for long term se urity. In [48℄, Odlyzko proposes using a
9
10
11

p 1
p 1
p 1
the subgroup generated by g 2 is fg 2 = p 1; (g 2 )2 = 1g.
Assuming that the Pollard Lambda te hnique is the best method in this situation.
As opposed to the Pollard Lambda type algorithms for whi h there hasn't been
substantial progress for about twenty ve years [48℄.

p of at least 1024 bits for moderate se urity and at least 2048 for anything that
should remain se ure for a de ade.

3.6 Atta ks on Prime Order Subgroups
In [44℄, an atta k on prime order subgroups is presented (a slight extension of
the ideas of [63℄). The atta k an be mounted if the proto ol doesn't satisfy the
sixth robustness prin iple of [5℄ whi h states:
Do not assume that a message you re eive has a parti ular form unless
you an he k this.

The idea is that if we an get a parti ipant with se ret key x to use an
arbitrary group element instead of g y then we may be able to obtain some information about x. If the atta ker an obtain x , for some generator whose order's prime fa torization ontains only small primes, then he an use the PohligHellman algorithm of subse tion 3.2 to obtain x modulo the order of .
To obtain the a tual value of the se ret key (modulo p), a slight variation on
the Pollard lambda method [63℄ might be feasible.
The problem with the above situation is that the atta ker still needs to obtain
x , whi h isn't obvious. Fortunately, Lim and Lee [44℄ give a weaker version of
the previous atta k that enables the atta ker to obtain the value of x modulo
the order of in time linear in the order of .
This method an be easily foiled if the parti ipants he k that the value
they re eive (i.e. usually g z ) has order q . This an be done by verifying that
exponentiating the value by q yields 1. If p is of the form p = 2q + 1, with q
prime, the best one an hope for is to determine the parity of the se ret key.
If we have Certi ate Authorities (CAs) ertify the DH publi keys, they
must be wary of this atta k. It is usually suÆ ient for the CA to verify that
the user knows the se ret asso iated with the publi key. This is usually done by
having the user sign some message with the se ret key. Unfortunately, a variation
on the previous atta k allows for an insider atta k where a user an fool the CA
when spe i signature s hemes are used (e.g. S hnorr signatures [56℄, see [44℄
for the details). Hen e, when this type of atta k an be mounted, we should
he k the order of the publi keys.

4 Authenti ation
In the previous se tion we presented atta ks related to the mathemati al stru ture of the DH proto ol primitives. In this se tion we address issues related to
authenti ation. As the DH proto ol an be broken by a simple man in the middle
atta k (if no authenti ation me hanism is used), it doesn't make sense to talk
about DH proto ol se urity without also dis ussing authenti ation.
Authenti ation onsists of establishing authenti ity, whi h is de ned as: fa tually a urate and reliable. This is a somewhat slippery on ept and there are
no solid and formal de nition, be ause the di erent settings and requirements

hange for every appli ation. For example, validating the authenti ity of a digital signature or a MAC is simple (just apply a veri ation fun tion) whereas
proving the authenti ity of a message is more ompli ated. For example, if Ali e
sends a message to Bob, he might want to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establish that the message hasn't been modi ed.
Establish that Ali e sent the message.
Establish that the message was meant for him (i.e. addressed to him).
Establish that the message hasn't been \replayed".
Establish that the message was sent within a ertain time period.

Although we have some very powerful primitives that an help us in reating
authenti ation me hanisms (digital signatures, MACs, symmetri en ryption,
et .), using them in an e e tive manner is surprisingly diÆ ult.

4.1 Message Replay Atta ks
One of the deadliest atta ks against authenti ation me hanisms is the message
replay atta k [47℄ in whi h the adversary simply takes a previously sent message
and sends it again. This atta k is de eptively powerful as an be seen by the
next example: suppose a user sent a message to his wife saying, \I love you". A
few years later, after the user has been divor ed, an atta ker ould re-send this
same message whi h might lead to an awkward situation. If a orre t authenti ation me hanism is used, the now ex-wife will not onsider the message as
being authenti . This example ni ely illustrates the fa t that digital signatures
aren't suÆ ient to establish message authenti ity.

4.2 Message Redire tion
If the destination isn't spe i ed in a message, an atta ker an inter ept it and
send it to someone other than the intended re ipient. Taking the previous subse tion example's premise, the adversary sends the \I love you" message and
delivers it to somebody other than the intended re ipient; whi h again, might
lead to an un omfortable situation.
The two previous s hemes form the basis of many other, more involved,
atta ks.

4.3 Message Authenti ation Proto ols
We now present one of the authenti ation me hanisms des ribed in [9℄. Note
that the proto ol is proved to be se ure (see subse tion 1.1). It has the property
that if we have a s heme that is provably se ure when the hannels are authenti ated, and repla e the sending me hanism with the following proto ol, then
the resulting s heme will be provably se ure in a setting in whi h the hannels
aren't authenti ated.
In the following proto ol, we assume that the users' publi keys are erti ed
by a erti ate authority (CA), and by authenti we mean:

{ The sender's identity is established
{ The intended re ipient's identity is established
{ Context is established; message replay atta ks su h as the one in the example
in subse tion 4.1 are prevented.

Ali e sends a message m to Bob, who establishes its authenti ity.
1.
2.

A sends m to B.
B replies with a hallenge NB and m, where NB is a random number (non e).

3.

A sends m and SIGsA (m; NB ; B), where SIGsA (x) is a digital signature on
x that uses A's se ret key sA .

Note that ea h non e is only used on e.

4. If the signature veri ation pro edure is su essful then m is deemed authenti .
Let's look at this proto ol a bit more losely and explain some of its features
and propose some eÆ ien y improvements.
First note that sender authenti ity is established by the publi key that is
used to verify the signature. The publi key and Ali e's identity are erti ed by
a CA that Bob trusts.
The message m must, of ourse, be sent at some point. The proto ol is still
provably se ure if the message is sent in one of the rst or third rounds. For
example, the rst message ould simply be a syn hronization signal.
The need for a non e NB is quite interesting. Noti e that without it, the proto ol would be vulnerable to replay atta ks. By slightly modifying the proto ol
we an, however, do without the non e. If Bob takes note of all the messages he
has re eived, and so an dete t message replay atta ks, we an omit the non e.
Unfortunately the amount of data Bob would need to keep ould be huge. Also,
deterministi signature s hemes (e.g. RSA) are not well suited to this setting
as two signatures on the same message are identi al. (As opposed to probabilisti en ryption s hemes su h as Elgamal.) Note that random numbers an be
appended to the message in order to make signatures on the same message di erent. Another option is to have publi ly available non es. For example a ounter
an be used, in whi h ase Bob needs to manage ounters (syn hronization is
often diÆ ult to implement). As long as non es ( ounter values) are only used
on e the proto ol is orre t. In both of these modi ations, the se ond round of
ommuni ation an be omitted and the rst and third rounds ombined.
The last interesting issue to point out is that Ali e must sign B , i.e. Bob's
ID. If this isn't done, the proto ol is vulnerable to message redire tion atta ks.
Note that the CA must verify that the lient knows the se ret key asso iated
with his publi key, otherwise the proto ol is vulnerable to message hija king
(i.e. laiming ownership of someone else's message). Note that self signed erti ates12 an also be used to solve this problem as is done in PGP [51℄.
12

erti ates that are signed by the subje t of the erti ate.

5 Atta ks on Implementation Details
5.1 Atta ks on Parameter Authenti ation
As a general prin iple, all parameters used in a ryptographi proto ol should be
authenti ated. For example, suppose that the DH proto ol ould be used with
di erent system parameters (e.g. g , p); if the parti ipants do not authenti ate
their hoi e of parameters, an atta ker might be able to fool them into using
weak parameters. These types of atta ks an be very subtle and an even be
missed by top ryptographers and se urity experts. One need just look at the
atta k of [64℄ on the SSL proto ol version 2 to be onvin ed of this13 .

5.2 Context
In many situations it is ne essary to make sure an adversary hasn't blo ked
(deleted) previous messages. This an be done by simply hashing all previous
messages and appending the result with the urrent message. This establishes
ontext. Note that if all messages are authenti ated we ould use a sequen e
number, this would be mu h more eÆ ient.

5.3 Ra e Conditions
In most, if not all, networking proto ols, it is very important to preserve proto ol
run independen e and avoid ra e onditions. That is, we don't want messages
used in one proto ol run to be used by another proto ol exe ution. Session
numbers, for example, an be used to prevent this kind of problem.
The rst Freedom14 DH implementation didn't respe t this design prin iple.
In this parti ular instan e, if two parties initiated a DH proto ol at the same
time, ea h party obtained two shared DH se ret keys and it was possible to have
a situation in whi h none of the (four) supposedly \shared" DH se ret keys were
equal.
A key agreement on rmation (see 6.5) is a way of making sure problems
su h as the one des ribed above don't o ur.

5.4 Deleting the Ephemeral Se rets
It is important to delete the ephemeral se ret keys (the se ret exponents), to
guard against memory being written to disk (swapping) and the possibility that
unauthorized entities might have a ess to these values. Deleting private values is
usually done by overwriting these values with some onstant (by 0s for example).
It is important that the values be deleted as soon as possible to guard against
RAM reading te hniques su h as the ones des ribed in [32℄.
13
14

SSL version 2 was vulnerable to what is alled a version roll-ba k atta k whi h is an
atta k on parameter authenti ation, see [64℄ for details.
www.freedom.net.

5.5 Blei henba her Type of Atta ks
D. Blei henba her des ribed in [13℄ an atta k against PKCS #1 v1.5. The atta k
exploited the fa t that some servers implementations of the PKCS #1 v1.5 RSA
en ryption padding used an inadequate authenti ation me hanism: if a plaintext
started with 0002, as des ribed in the standard, they would blindly a ept it as
valid and ontinue, otherwise, they would return an error message to the lient.
Using a theorem due to Chor [22℄, Blei henba her devised a pra ti al atta k
against some implementations of SSL v3.0.
Although we don't des ribe any padding methods, nor do we use the RSA
en ryption s heme, some of the proposed ountermeasures (see [14℄) to immunize
proto ols against this atta k are relevant:

{ Change keys frequently (as dis ussed in se tion 6.2) and make sure that
di erent servers use independent keys.

{ Use only adequate authenti ation (as dis ussed in se tion 4.3). Servers writ-

ten in SSL version 3 that used adequate authenti ation weren't vulnerable
to this atta k.

5.6

Timing Atta ks

An interesting atta k was proposed in [41℄; the atta k relies on the fa t that for
most modular exponentiation algorithms the time taken is dependent on the inputs. In the Half Certi ed DH proto ol, an atta ker, by initiating many proto ol
runs with Ali e and arefully hoosing his \publi keys", ould determine Ali e's
se ret key (x). Remember that Ali e omputes mx in ea h proto ol run (where
m an be the atta ker's \publi key" (simply a random value) and x is Ali e's
se ret key). Fortunately, the atta k is only e e tive if the atta ker an somewhat pre isely determine Ali e's omputing time. The atta k an be ountered
by modifying the omputations so that the exponentiation time doesn't depend
as heavily on the input parameters.
Ko her [41℄ gives a method that uses the blinding te hniques of [21℄ that help
randomize the modular exponentiation omputing time15 :
One Time Set Up: We al ulate the private seeds.

{ An integer, vi0 , is hosen at random from Zp.
{ vf0 = ((vi0 ) 1 )x is al ulated. (Find inverse of vi0 and exponentiate by x.)
j'th Exponentiation: Let m be the message to be exponentiated by x.
{ Cal ulate u = (m  vij ). (the blinding part.)
{ Cal ulate t = ux. (u is not known to the atta ker!)
{ Cal ulate t  vfj whi h is equal to mx. (the unblinding part.)
Computing the j'th seeds (j > 0):
15

thus blinding the atta ker from information about x.

{
{

vij = (vij 1 )2 .
vfj = (vfj 1 )2 .

The te hnique uses the fa t that if vi0 is hosen randomly, then the series
(vi0 ; vi1 ; : : : ; vij ; : : :) will have the property that vij looks suÆ iently random if
nothing is known about the previous elements of the series16 . The algorithm has
to keep in an internal state the most re ent vi and vf . These values an be kept
in some sort of stru ture, what is important is that they must remain se ret!

5.7

Denial of Servi e Atta ks (Overloading)

One of the most e e tive atta ks in pra ti e onsists of overloading servers with
requests17 . This is a type of denial of servi e atta k be ause the server is so
busy pro essing bogus requests that he doesn't have time to reply to legitimate
queries. The adversary usually exploits the fa t that the servers are limited
in terms of memory [20, 23℄ and/or omputational power. The DH proto ol is
vulnerable to the following kinds of atta k:

{ The atta ker an arry out a onne tion (memory) depletion atta k (e.g.

[20, 23℄). Note that it is very important that the low level proto ols for
sending and re eiving messages be immunized against this atta k.
{ The atta ker an send huge amounts of publi keys (whi h an simply be
random numbers) so that the vi tim is ompelled to arry out many modular
exponentiations in order to ompute the shared DH se ret keys ( omputational).

The most robust solutions [7, 27, 36℄ to the problem involve having the
onne tion initiators ompute a solution to ryptographi puzzles (also known
as hash ash or pri ing fun tions). The amount of omputations needed to solve
these puzzles is small enough so that legitimate users an qui kly ompute the
solution but large enough so that it's infeasible (or at least very hard) to solve
a large number of them for use in overloading atta ks.
If a server an validate the IP addresses of it's lients, one an use a less
robust s heme for prote ting against denial of servi es alled SYN Cookies ([45℄,
[16℄, [38℄). SYN Cookies help prevent IP spoo ng to a ertain extent.
If a server is suppose to be able to a ept unknown lients (or better yet
anonymous lients), we suggest using the te hniques of [36℄ whi h we now present
and dis uss. Note that x<a;b> refers to the substring onsisting of the a'th
through b'th bits of x. C is the lient and S is the server.
1.
2.
16
17

C requests a puzzle from the server (stateless onne tion).
S sends x = H (s; t; k; m; C ), as well as m (the number of sub-puzzles), k

(a omputation parameter) and t (a timestamp). Note that H () is a ryptographi hash fun tion, s is S 's se ret and C is C 's address.

this is mu h more eÆ ient sin e modular squaring is a lot heaper than hoosing a
new random value.
see for example http://www. is o. om/warp/publi /707/news ash.html.

3. For i equals 1 to m, C nds zi su h that the rst k bits of xkikzi equal the
rst k bits of H (xkikzi ), where k denotes on atenation. The zi s (i.e. the
solutions to the sub-problems), t and C are sent to S .
4. S re eives these values and an eÆ iently he k that the solutions are valid
and that they have been omputed in a timely manner.
The value of C is usually impli itly determined, for example it might be
in luded in the message headers. The server sends his replies to C and so the
adversary must be able to inter ept messages addressed to C whi h is diÆ ult
if the adversary isn't lo ated at C 18 .
If no time parameters are used, an atta ker ould obtain a large number
of puzzles, solve them (whi h an take a lot of time) and then overload the
server. By en oding t in x using the se ret s, the puzzles an be made to have a
limited validity period whi h makes the previous atta k infeasible (all ts should
be di erent). (Note also that if onne tions have an unlimited lifetime, the server
is vulnerable to denial of servi e atta ks and so maximum onne tion lifetime
must be taken into onsideration when hoosing our parameters.)
Atta ks are a rare o urren e and so it makes sense to be exible in our use
of puzzles. Pre isely, we should vary k depending on the situation: The busier
the server is, the larger k should be (we an omit puzzles altogether in most
situations). s should be large enough so that it an't be obtained by a brute
for e atta k (see [36℄).

6 The DH Shared Se ret Key
The shared se ret obtained is usually used to derive session keys that will be
used in other appli ations. Now, the operations these keys will be used for have
their own requirements and se urity vulnerabilities. If we are not areful in how
we use the shared DH key, we might be vulnerable to other subtle atta ks.

6.1 Key Derivation Fun tion (KDF)
In most, if not all, instan es we need to modify the shared se ret key obtained
in the DH proto ol in order to use it with other ryptographi primitives. Here
are the main motivations for \modifying" the shared DH se ret key:

{ The key sizes might not orrespond. For example suppose we want to use
our a-bit shared se ret DH key with a rypto-system requiring a key size of
b, with b 6= a.
{ Although some bits of the shared se ret are provably se ure [15℄ the se urity
of the vast majority of bits in the shared DH se ret key is not known (i.e. it's
not known whether an atta ker an ompute information about them19 ).

18
19

this prevents straightforward IP spoo ng; this alone is also a hieved by SYN Cookies
([45℄, iteRFC1644, [38℄).
in fa t, in some ases it is trivial to ompute information about the shared se ret
xy , given only p, g , g x and g y .
g

Also noti e that Zp doesn't span all the bit-strings of length p (for example,
we will never get the value p +1). Hen e if we take a random number, han es
are greater that the most signi ant bit equals 0.
Hen e, it makes sense to spread the risk and have the bits in the new session
key depend on all the bits of the shared DH se ret key.
{ Some atta ks exploit algebrai relationships between keys (see se tion 6.3).
Hen e, it is important to destroy mathemati al stru ture whi h an be done
using a KDF.
{ If we want to reate more than one session key with a given shared se ret DH
key then, if the KDF is a arefully hosen one-way pseudo random number
generator, the system an be resistant to known session key atta ks (i.e.
given a session key, it's hard to nd other session keys derived using the
same shared se ret DH key).
For a KDF, we suggest the use of MGF1 whi h is des ribed in PKCS #1 (see
[37℄, an implementation of it an be found in [49℄). Ignoring some representation
details, MGF1 is essentially de ned as follows:
MGF1(seed, out lenght) := HS(seed jj 0) jj HS(seed jj 1) jj : : : jjHS(seed jj ).
where HS is a se ure hash fun tion and is a value that depends on the number
of bits required (out length). seed will take on the the value of the DH shared
se ret from whi h we want to derive a key.

6.2

Key Freshness and Perfe t Forward Se re y

In many situations the shared DH se ret key should be hanged frequently. Here
are the main reasons why we might want to obtain new shared se ret keys often.
1. Redu e Exposure:
The probability that a given key is ompromised is lower if it isn't used often.
2. Damage limitation :
If the amount of traÆ en rypted/authenti ated with a given key is redu ed
then the amount of damage done if the key is ompromised is redu ed.
3. Forward Se re y:
If old en ryption keys are deleted, en rypted messages an no longer be
de rypted. Hen e, a third party an't mount a subpoena atta k (i.e. demand
that old messages be de rypted).
As expe ted, tri ks used to improve the eÆ ien y of s hemes in whi h keys
are hanged often have subtle problems (see subse tion 6.4).

6.3 Key Independen e
As a general prin iple, we always want keys to be independent. Pre isely, obtaining one se ret key should not help an atta ker un over other keys. This property
is alled known key se urity. In the next subse tion, we will give an example of
a proto ol vulnerable to known key atta ks.

6.4

An Example

We now present a ondensed version of the KEA proto ol [3℄ whi h is a part of
the NSA's FORTEZZA suite of ryptographi algorithms and motivate the use
of key derivation fun tions. Note that the explanations roughly follow those of
[12℄.
1.

A gets B's stati publi key gy sand B gets B's stati publi key gx (x is
se ret to A and y is se ret to B ). (respe tively) erti ed by a CA. (x is Ali e's

2.

A sends ga , gx and Cert(A; gx) to B and B sends gb , gy and Cert(B; gy ) to
A. (a and b hosen randomly from the set f2; : : : ; p 1g) Note that Cert(x)

private key and y is Bob's private key.)

is just a erti ate ertifying x.
3. If all veri ations su eed, the shared DH se ret key is taken to be K =
gay + gbx .
4. A key derivation fun tion (derived from SKIPJACK) is then applied to K to
obtain the key (the session key) that will be used in the other appli ations
(e.g. en ryption, MAC, et .).
The proto ol solves many of the problems mentioned in the previous subse tions:

{ Key Freshness: We an obtain as many fresh keys as we need without
having the CA re- ertify new publi keys every time.

{ Forward Se re y: If Ali e and Bob delete K and both the stati and
ephemeral se ret keys (x and a respe tively for Ali e) we have forward sere y.

{ Key Independen e: The proto ol seems resistant to known key atta ks.
{ Key Derivation Fun tion: The session key depends on all of the bits of the

shared DH se ret key. As will be seen shortly, the key derivation fun tion is
also important be ause it destroys the algebrai relationships between keys.

If the proto ol didn't use a key derivation fun tion, it would be vulnerable
to the Burmester triangle atta k [17℄ whi h renders the proto ol vulnerable to
known key atta ks. In the previous proto ol, if a key derivation fun tion isn't
used, it is vulnerable to the following atta k:
rst observes a proto ol run between A and B . He obtains the ephemeral
keys g a and g b . The key shared by A and B at the end of the proto ol is
KAB = gay + gbx .
2. O then engages A in a proto ol run. O will use g b as his ephemeral key and
gz as his stati key. Assuming A's ephemeral key is ga , the shared key will
equal KAO = g bx + g za .
3. O arries out the same tri k with B but now uses g a as his ephemeral key.
Assuming that B 's ephemeral key is g b , the shared key will be KBO =
gay + gzb .
4. If O an obtain KAO and KBO he an determine KAB . This an be seen by
noting that KAB = KAO + KBO gbz g za .
1.

O

6.5 Key Agreement Con rmation
In some settings, the parti ipants won't settle with just knowing that nobody
ex ept the intended party an ompute the session key (i.e. a key derived from
a shared se ret DH key) but insist on having some kind of on rmation that a
se ret key has been (or an be) su essfully reated. A s heme provides impli it
key on rmation if the parti ipants an be onvin ed that they all an ompute
a ommon shared se ret key, and provides expli it key on rmation if parti ipants an be assured that a ommon shared se ret key has been omputed by
all parti ipants. The simple minded solution to providing expli it key agreement
is to have the parties ompute the MAC (using the new session key) of a known
message. Unfortunately this means that the key will be distinguishable from a
random key (we know the MAC of a known message). If indistinguishability is
required we need to use (as a MAC key) some other value, r, known only to the
parti ipants that an't be easily linked to the session key. Pre isely, given the
session key it should be omputationally infeasible to nd r. See for example
[12℄ for te hniques that an be used.
Although expli it key on rmation appears to provide stronger assuran es, impli it key on rmation is suÆ ient in pra ti e and an provide key indistinguishability. Also, it would seem that although it is possible to provide expli it
on rmation of the derived shared se ret key without using any previous shared
se ret, it is not obvious how to provide expli it on rmation of the DH shared seret in an eÆ ient way without using a previously shared se ret, so it's usefulness
is questionable.

7 The Bottom Line
In this se tion, we give re ommendations that are, for the most part, based
on the lessons learned in the previous se tions. These an be seen as general
robustness prin iples20 that should be taken into a ount when implementing
DH key agreement type proto ols.
Note that DH proto ol implementations should take into a ount atta ks
that allow the atta ker to obtain stati se ret keys (e.g. x; y ). Compromising
stati se ret keys allows the atta ker to break all subsequent proto ols using
these values. Compromising
gxy doesn't help in ompromising other shared DH
0
xy
se ret keys g .

7.1 DiÆe-Hellman Math
1. Spot Un onventional Messages
{ Make sure that gx, gy and gxy do not equal 1.
{ Make sure that gx and gy are less than p 1 and greater than 1.
{ Choose x, y, from the set f2; : : : ; p 2g.
2. Be Careful About g's Order
20

a DH version of [5℄.

{ The prime fa tor de omposition of the order of the g's shouldn't be
omposed entirely of small primes.

{ The subgroup generated by g should not have a small order subgroup.
If at all possible, onstru t and use a generator that has a large prime
order.

3. Make Sure the DH Publi Keys Re eived Have the Corre t Order
{ The DH publi key's (gx) order should be he ked. This an be easily
done by verifying that (g y )o = 1 where o is g 's order. If p = 2q + 1 this
isn't ne essary as explained in se tion 3.6.
4. Make Sure the System Parameters Aren't Chosen Mali iously
{ The system parameter's properties should be known (subgroup generated
by g 's order, prime fa torization of this number, et ).
{ Proofs that the parameters have been hosen at random should be available. This an be done by kosherizing (see se tion 8.2).
5. Choose Se ure Parameters
{ Cryptographi algorithms are only as se ure as their weakest link and
so it makes sense to try and balan e the se urity. That is, atta ks that
exploit di erent parameters of the system should take roughly the same
amount of time. For the DH proto ol, the parameters to balan e are :
the value of p, the exponents' range and the size of the keys derived from
the shared DH se ret. We suggest looking at [43℄ for a table of balan ed
values.
{ The parameters should be hosen in order to provide good long term
se urity. Note that parameters that onstitute \good" long term se urity
is very ontroversial [43, 58℄. Extremely onservative estimates are (from
[43℄):
 For very good se urity until 2002 take: p 1024 bits, exponent range
127 bits and derived key length 72.
 For very good se urity until 2025 take: p 2174 bits, exponent range
158 bits and derived key length 89.
 For very good se urity until 2050 take: p 4047 bits, exponent range
193 bits and derived key length 109.
 We suggest using strong primes or Lim Lee primes so as to guard
against the atta ks presented in se tion 3.5.
Note that these values are very ontroversial [58℄, the size of p is espe ially debatable sin e it assumes Moore's law type improvements in
algorithmi number theory.
{ The number of symmetri keys derived from the shared DH se ret key
should also be taken into onsideration when determining the size of p
and of the exponent range sin e breaking the DH proto ol breaks all derived keys. Pre isely, if we derive n session keys of lengths n1 ; n2 ; : : : ; nk ,
our other parameters should, in theory provide the same se urity as if
we derived one session key of length lg (2n1 + 2n2 + : : : + 2nk ).
These pre autionary measures prote t against some insider atta ks and man
in the middle atta ks.

EÆ ien y Considerations
1. Ideally, the generator g should be as small as possible in order to redu e the

ost of modular exponentiation. Wiener and van Oors hot [63℄ laim that
using g = 2 redu es the omputation time for modular exponentiation by
20% ( ompared to randomly sele ted generators). For appli ations in whi h
eÆ ien y is ru ial and the prime numbers an be generated beforehand, it
makes sense to nd a prime, p, su h that a small value (e.g. 2,3,16) generates
the desired subgroup (see se tion 8.2)..
2. Generating safe primes (p = 2q + 1) is more expensive than generating LimLee primes (p = 2q1 q2 : : : qn +1). If very eÆ iently generating the parameters
is important, we suggest the use of Lim-Lee primes. If the parameters are
xed, we suggest the use of Sophie Germain primes sin e they enable the use
of larger exponents (thus resulting in larger shared se rets). Note that there
exist parti ular primes that yield more eÆ ient operations, see se tion 8.2.
3. Exponentiations are usually mu h faster when the exponents are small and
so we suggest using the smallest se ure exponent range (see subse tion 7.1).

7.2 Implementation Details
Corre tly establishing authenti ity is diÆ ult and when possible, provably se ure
authenti ation proto ols should be used (at the very least, the atta ks mentioned
previously must be taken into a ount). Parti ular are must be taken when
improving a proto ol's eÆ ien y (e.g. removing \super uous" messages).
Note the following tri ky implementation level issues:
1. Exa t Destination: The message re ipient should be pre isely spe i ed.
Identi ation elds ould in lude IP address, port number, user ID, et .
2. Multiple Session Management: It is of ru ial importan e for parti ipants to separate on urrent proto ol exe utions. Con urrent proto ol exeutions should be independent. This problem an usually be dealt with by
adding a session ID eld to the messages. Note that this is a tri ky problem
to solve when sessions are related in some way, for example when ounters
are used instead of non es.
3. Certifying Publi Keys: The ertifying authority should, of ourse, be
trusted by both parti ipants. As pointed out earlier the erti ate authority
should make sure that the erti ate re ipient knows the se ret key assoiated with the publi key being erti ed. Another option is to have the
sender sign his identi er along with the rest of the message (i.e. self signed
erti ates).
4. Authenti ate Parameters: All parameters should be authenti ated.
5. Previous Communi ations: In many situations, all messages sent should
\ on rm" all previous messages. We want to avoid some messages being
blo ked. This an be done by appending a hash of all previous messages or
by using sequen e numbers.
6. Delete Useless Key Material: When some sensitive information is no
longer needed it should be se urely deleted.

7. Timing Atta ks: When a system is vulnerable to timing atta ks (see se tion 5.6), a spe ial exponentiation routine should be used.
8. Denial of Servi e Atta ks (Overloading): When ne essary (see se tion 5.7), parties should prote t themselves against denial of servi e atta ks
(overloading).

7.3 Using the Shared DH Se ret Key
Here are the general points related to the utilization of the shared DH se ret
key.
1. Never use the key \as is": Always use a suitable key derivation fun tion
in order to get a session key.
2. Key Independen e: It is important for the proto ols to be resistant to
known key atta ks.
3. Delete Old Keys: If forward se re y is desired old keys and all data that
an be used to obtain them must be se urely deleted.
4. Be Careful with Con rmation: If key indistinguishability is desired, we
an't just send the MAC of a known message.

8 Pseudo- ode
In this se tion we give fairly detailed pseudo- ode whi h should bridge the
gap between programmers and mathemati ians. That is, a mathemati ian an
painlessly he k that the proto ol is orre t while a programmer an easily understand what needs to be done.
We list the mathemati al primitives that will be needed in subse tion 8.1,
ryptographi primitives in subse tion 8.2 and high level data stru tures related
to DH in subse tion 8.3.

8.1 Mathemati al Primitives
We supose that an implementor will use a reliable and eÆ ient library enabling big number omputations (see for example [57℄for su h free libraries).
Notably, one will need to ompute modular multipli ations (a  b mod p), squaring (a2 mod p), exponentiation (ae mod p) and inverses in Zp (a 1 mod p).
blind mod exp(g; e; p) will denote a fun tion that omputes modular exponentiation using blinding te hni s su h as des ribed in se tion 5.6.

8.2 Cryptographi Primitives
We refer the interested reader to [46℄ for an in depth analysis of many of the
following primitives.

Cryptographi hash fun tions Denoted by HS(), HW();

SHA1 [60℄ and RIPEMD-160 [26℄ (the output is 160 bits long) are thought to
be the most se ure hash fun tions. MD5 [54℄, although it hasn't been broken, has
be ome a more dubious hoi e sin e the dis overy of internal pseudo- ollisions
([24℄). MD5 (or MD4 whi h is faster and has weaker se urity) might be useful
in proto ols that don't have stringent se urity requirements be ause it produ es
a 128 bit output and is mu h faster than both SHA1 and RIPEMD-160.
HS() refers to strong hash fun tions (SHA1-160, RIPEMD-160, et .) and
HW() refers to weak hash fun tions (SHA1-80, MD5, MD4, et .) whi h should
only be used for ompression and situations in whi h a se urity/performan e
tradeo makes sense. (Note that SHA1-80 isn't as eÆ ient as MD5 whi h isn't
as eÆ ient as MD4).

Message Authenti ation odes MAC Denoted by MACK () (K is the shared
se ret key);
CBC-MAC [59℄, SHA1-HMAC-80 [8℄ and UMAC [11℄ are examples of MACs
that are believed to be se ure.

Digital Signatures SIGUser () will denote the signing fun tion and VER User()
the veri ation fun tion where User spe i es the party that signs;
In order to simplify the pseudo- ode, we will abstra t out many of the details
(e.g. key storage/retrieval, erti ate he king, et .).
Many digital signature s hemes exist in the literature (see hapter 11 of
[46℄ for examples) note however that DSS { the Data Signature Standard [61℄,
Elgamal [28℄ and RSA [2, 42℄ are by far the most popular.
Publi Key Certi ates Often used standards for erti ates in lude PGP

[19℄ and X.509 [34℄. All dough PGP and X.509 both have the same IETF standard status, PGP is simple to use, whereas X.509 is onstantly hanging and
very hard to omply with in pra ti e. In order to simplify the pseudo- ode, the
erti ation and erti ate veri ation me hanisms are impli itly (and properly)
arried out.

Pseudo-Random Number Generation PRNG(min,max);

Returns a pseudo-random number in the range [min,max℄. There are two
operation modes:
1. The random seed21 is spe i ed by the programmer.
2. The random seed is hosen from an entropy pool 22 .

21
22

an initialization value for pseudo- random fun tions.
a pool of \random" bits { these depend on unpredi table events (e.g. mouse movements).

The pseudo-random numbers must be hosen extremely arefully be ause systems an be broken if inadequate pseudo-random fun tions or badly hosen seed
are used (see for example [30℄). We re ommend the use of Yarrow [39℄, sin e its
design is based on many years of resear h and experien e [40℄ and be ause it's
easy to use (the programmer doesn't need to provide a seed for example).

Prime Number Generators and Group Generator We use safe primes,
i.e. primes of the form p = 2q +1 (where q is prime) su h that g = 2 is a generator
of a subgroup of order q . We also suggest that a proof that the primes have not
been hosen mali iously be given (i.e. we want kosherized primes). This hoi e
helps satisfy requirements 2, 3 and 4 of se tion 7.1.
[50℄ suggests the use of \spe ial" safe primes whi h are used in the des ription of
IKE [33℄ (a andidate DH proto ol for IPse ). They have properties that enable
eÆ ient modular omputations to a ertain extent:
{ The 64 high order bits are set to 1, so that the trial quotient digit in the
lassi al remainder algorithm an always be set to 1.

{ The 64 low order bits are also set to 1, whi h enables speed ups of Montgomery style remainder algorithms.
{ The middle bits are taken from the binary expansion of  whi h provides a
weak form of kosherization.
{ g = 2 is a generator of a subgroup of order (p 1)=2 (g has prime order).

These primes an be found in Appendix E.2 (1024 bits) and E.5 (1536 bits) of
[50℄ and an be used in a DH s heme that needs only one publi ly known prime.
If lots of primes need to be generated and eÆ ien y is an important requirement, we suggest using Lim-Lee primes [44℄ whi h are used in many ryptographi libraries (e.g. PGP [51℄,GNU PG [29℄ and Gutmann's ryptlib [31℄).
These primes have the form p = 2q1 q2 : : : qn + 1 where the qi s are large (for
all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng). The generator an be taken to generate some prime order
subgroup (e.g. of order qi , for some i). A drawba k to this method is that the
range of values exponents an take is limited (i.e. exponents are taken modulo qi
instead of q ) whi h restri ts the range of possible DH se rets. Also note that the
probability that a small generator generates a \good" subgroup is lower than for
safe primes.
One an transform a typi al strong prime generator into one that generates
kosherized primes. For a strong prime number generator that starts by pi king
a random q and then veri es (using some eÆ ient ways) that q and 2q + 1 are
prime, one an repla e the hoi e of q by rst pi king a random r (of same size
as what q is suppose to be) and a e ting q to HS(r), where HS is a se ure hash
fun tion. To prove the kosherization of a strong prime p one simply gives r su h
that q = HS(r) and p = 2q + 1.
Note that if one is sear hing for a strong prime p = 2q + 1 su h that g = 2
generates a subgroup of size q , one an simply test if p = 7 mod 8. In fa t,

2 is a quadrati residue24 mod p =) 2 2 exists =)
2((p 1)=2) = (2 2 )p 1 = 25 1 (mod p) ()26 g = 2 generates an order q subgroup.
Noti e that this hoi e of parameters p and g makes many of the atta ks
mentioned previously ine e tive.

p = 7 mod 8

23
()
1

1

8.3 Data Stru tures
Several data stru tures are now presented (those that aren't presented here don't
require any spe ial explanations).

DH parameters (DH PARAM) The DH PARAM data stru ture stores the
DH system parameters su h as p, q , g and the range of the exponents E MIN

and E MAX. We re ommend using range min equal 24 and range max equal 160
bits (DSS [61℄ uses a 1024-bits p and 160-bits q ).

Party Identi er (ID) The ID stru ture stores identifying information about
parties. For example, it ould ontain :
{
{
{
{

(Unique) Identi ers.
Certi ates (optional).
Types of proto ols (and parameters) he an parti ipate in.
Lo ation (e.g. IP address and port number).

Session Key Parameters (SESSION KEY PARAM) This stru ture is
used to spe ify how the shared DH key will be used. For example, the stru ture
might store information su h as:
{ Key derivation fun tion spe i ation.
{ Symmetri en ryption or MAC used with the session(s) key(s).
{ Version numbers.
Message Identi ers (TAG) INIT, ACCEPT, CONFIRM. These are used to

identify the message types.
23
24
25
26

see for example Fa t 2.146 in [46℄. We an eliminate the ase where p = 1 (mod 8)
sin e p and q are prime. (left as an exer i e.)


x 2 Zp is quadrati residue of Zp i
there exists a y 2 Zp su h that y 2 = x mod p. If
no su h y exists, x is alled a quadrati non-residue.
the equality omes from the fa t that p 1 is the order of the group.
2's order is either 2, q or p 1 (Lagrange's theorem, se tion 2.1). If 2q = 1 (mod p),
then 2's order an only be 2 or q , but the only elements of order 2 are 1 and p 1.

8.4 Authenti ated Ephemeral DH Key Agreement Proto ol {
providing forward se re y
Here the two parti ipants, identi ed by Ali e and Bob, want to frequently set
up new session keys. Variables are de ned in order to avoid any onfusion.
Ali e ( lient)

Bob (server)

hoose x 2R fE MIN; E MAXg
ompute X gx mod p
send :

X; DH

PRM; S KEY PRM; INIT

j

verify tag INIT
verify if you a ept
DH PRM; S KEY PRM
verify 1 < X < p 1
ompute H (X; DH PRM; S KEY PRM)
hoose y 2R fE MIN; E MAXg
ompute Y gy mod p
ompute
SIGBob (Y; H (X; DH PRM; S KEY PRM);
ACCEPT)

SIGBob (Y;H (X; DH

verify tag ACCEPT
verify hash on
(X; DH PRM; S KEY PRM)
verify signature on
(Y; H (X; DH PRM; S KEY PRM);



PRM;S KEY PRM); ACCEPT)

ompute
K X y mod p (gxy mod p)
overwrite y with 0s

ACCEPT)

verify 1 < Y < p 1
ompute H (Y )
ompute
SIGAli e (H (Y ); Ali e; Bob;
CONFIRM)

send :
ompute
K Y x mod p (gxy mod p)
overwrite x with 0s
ompute session keys
from K

send :

ompute session keys from K

SIGAli e (H (Y ); Ali e; Bob; CONFIRM)

j

verify tag CONFIRM
verify hash on Y
verify signature on
(H (Y ); Ali e; Bob; CONFIRM)

Comments The parameters ould be spe i ed only in the last message however
this means that Bob will have to wait before omputing the session key. In the
pseudo- ode presented above, Bob an start omputing the session key as soon
as he has omputed the shared DH se ret key (he doesn't have to wait for the
CONFIRM message).
The two signatures sign messages that ontain information about the signer
and so are \self-signed". This means that the CA doesn't ne essarily need to
he k that the appli ant a tually knows the se ret key asso iated with the publi
key.
The last message (CONFIRM) is needed in order to prevent replay atta ks.
Note that ontext is established by hashing the previous messages re eived.
The signature on the hash of X and Y, respe tively by Bob and Ali e, provides
impli it key on rmation.
The parameters (DH PRM and S KEY PRM) rst sent by Ali e are not authenti ated, but Bob responds with the re eived parameters in an authenti ated
way, so Ali e an be assured that they have not been tampered with.
Ali e ould send them with the se ond message she sends (3rd round of ommuni ation), but we don't see any advantages of doing so.
If denial of servi e atta ks need to be prevented, we propose using a SYN
ookie27 type me hanism (need to verify that the party attempting to onne t
is allowed to) when establishing the onne tion (see se tion 5.7). This solution
isn't presented in detail sin e the ode depends low level networking proto ols
(note that SYN ookies are now a standard part of Linux).
For half- erti ed DH, where the non- erti ed side may (or must) be anonymous,
one would need some stronger type of denial of servi e preventions su h as Client
Puzzles ([36℄).

9 Con lusions
This work has attempted to present ryptographi proto ol designers with the
most important se urity issues related to the DH proto ol. In doing so, we have
addressed the short omings of the other approa hes to se ure ryptographi
proto ol design. It is hoped that do uments with a form similar to this one but
for di erent ryptographi proto ols will be produ ed. This would be a large
step towards assuring ryptographi proto ol se urity in real-world settings (i.e.
not just theoreti al settings).
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see http:// r.yp.to/syn ookies.html.
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